The four-stage regulator not effected
by supply pressure changes!
The Model JTR™ is a revolutionary product containing four stages of pressure regulation in one 316 stainless
steel housing. The design of the JTR™ separates it from current multistage regulators that are typically limited
to two stages. Specifically designed for gas analytical systems, the JTR™ prevents condensation of the
sample gas from occurring as a result of Joule-Thomson (JT) cooling during the pressure reduction process
or due to low operating or ambient temperatures.
The JTR™ pressure reduction technique distributes the Joule-Thomson (JT) cooling between four stages. This
technique is useful in applications where a single pressure reduction would cool the sample gas below its
dew point temperature and cause it to condense. The JTR™ may eliminate the need for a single stage headed
regulator in certain applications.
The first three stages of the JTR™ reduce pressure by a set ratio and the fourth stage is user adjustable. This
ensures that all stages remain functional and give the JTR™ the ability to auto correct and maintain its outlet
pressure during inlet pressure swings up to 5700 PSI. Inlet pressure swings commonly occur at natural gas
storage facilities, making the JTR™ the regulator of choice for these applications.

Technical Specifications
Operating pressure range

300 psig (21 bar) to 6,000 psig (414 bar) @ -40°F (-40°C) to 300°F (149°C)

Operating temperature range

-15ºF (- 26 ºC) to 300 ºF (149 ºC)

Port sizes

1/4” female NPT

Outlet pressure range

0-10 psig (0-0.7 bar), 0-25 psig (0-1.7 bar) 0-50 psig (0-3.4 bar),
0-100 psig (0-6.9 bar), 0-250 psig (0-17.2 bar),
0-500 psig (34.5 bar)

Cv coefficient

0.06

Wetted materials

Machined parts: 316/316L stainless steel / NACE compliant
All other metal parts: stainless steel / NACE compliant
Regulator Seat material: PFA
Seals: PTFE / Fluoroelastomer (other materials available upon request)

Product Brief
Applications
• 	Gas analytical sample conditioning systems
• 	Petrochemical refineries
• 	Chemical production facilities
• 	Natural gas plants, pipelines, and storage facilities

Benefits
• 	Prevents condensation
• 	Preserves sample integrity
• 	Reduces regulator freeze ups
• 	Eliminates the need for multiple regulators in series
• 	Maintains outlet pressure during large inlet pressure swings
• 	Easy to mount in small or densely populated enclosures

Features
• 	Patented multi-stage design
• 	Preset, ratio controlled stages with user adjusted final stage
• 	Piston pressure sensing elements
• 	20 micron inlet filter
• 	Heated options available in JTR-H™ version
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Spare Parts & Accessories (sold separately)




Optional Mounting Bracket - Part # JTR-509SS
Kozy Insulated Cover - Part # KZ-10
Regulator accessory manifold with ball valve, relief valve,
and pressure gauge

Not designed for external fire. Prior to use in a system, a properly sized relief device is to be installed which limits the use to 110% of the MAWP.
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Local Distributor

A+ Corporation is the leader in Analytically Correct™ Sample Extraction and Conditioning Systems.

Contact us for expert product application assistance.
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